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Do we have to innovate with 
technologies or alliances ?



New Levers five levers for exponential growth 

New Values digital enterprises are built on new 

customer values 

New Environment transition

+

+

+
New Collaboration types mastering is not 

an option, and it starts with diversity and openess

New Knowledge knowledge sharing to accelerate 
transformation  

=



First model: The Pentagrowth 
50 startups in 2013 were analyzed for their growth factors 
during 5 years. A very interesting model that I’m using at 
Knowledge Plaza. My startup is playing in a very 
competitive environment, in front of Google, Microsoft, 
even Facebook. So what can I learn from the best startups 
such as Medium, Pinterest, Airbnb who succeeded to do an 
accelerated growth ?
MACRO LEVEL (ORGANIZATIONAL)

http://pentagrowth.com/


Hypergrowth context  
Digital enterprises have a global impact, what’s in it for you ?

TESLA 
AIRBNB 
MEDIUM 
PINTEREST 
POKEMON GO 
SLACK

PENTAGROWTH 
MODEL

MACRO LEVEL (ORGANIZATIONAL)

pentagrowth.com

http://pentagrowth.com


I have an opportunity to develop partnerships, in a similar 
way to Slack. Opening the platform to new usages and 
values. I can embrace Google or Microsoft ecosystems, but 
choose to focus on only one. Or I can choose to embrace 
them all. 

Questions for you 
• How do you plan to select your future digital and physical 

partners ? 
• How do you map your company strategy on those new digital 

levers ?



Second model: The 30 Elements of Value 
Yes, it is about empathy, and how to transform your 
company into an empathic one. It’s even more than that. 
How can you create new values on your product ? What are 
the perceived values of your clients and employees 
regarding current values ? I’m not talking about your 
company values. I’m talking about the ones embodied by 
your products and services.

MICRO LEVEL (INDIVIDUAL)

https://hbr.org/2016/09/the-elements-of-value
http://www.businessmodelgeneration.com/canvas/vpc


THE ELEMENTS 
OF VALUES

from Bain & Company Inc
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https://hbr.org/2016/09/
the-elements-of-value

Self-
transcendence

Digital enterprises are 
perceived to offer  

more values

Transformative 
context  

MICRO LEVEL (INDIVIDUAL)

https://hbr.org/2016/09/the-elements-of-value


I am using this holistic model to do: 
•a survey with my employees 
•a workshop at the next customer club 

I expect to see where there are biases, surprises and have 
some serious conversations on it. Of course I hope my 
clients will perceive my product as life-changing, 
transformative. And if it’s not the case, I can decide to 
make it clearer and change my messages and functions. 

Question for you 
Who’s in charge to define the future values of your company’s product ?  
If you answer a small team, then you might have a problem



Third model: the Double X 
Collaboration. So critical for Open Innovation ! I’m in the 
process to understand what are the key needs to master 
collaboration. I could sense that people had different 
visions and expectations. I created a very small toolkit 
called Double X to collect collaboration needs and try to 
see patterns emerge. 
Note:This on-going process will be completed with more workshops in 
various countries. All data are shared in open data.

MESO LEVEL (GROUP)

https://medium.com/@raphaelbriner/collaboration-needs-are-so-diverse-and-we-will-prove-it-94bb1b9d5607
https://medium.com/@raphaelbriner/collaboration-needs-are-so-diverse-and-we-will-prove-it-94bb1b9d5607


DOUBLEX
knowledgeplaza.net/doublex

Emerging outcomes when 
collaboration is masteredOpen Innovation is Diversity

Everyone feels 100% accountable, Successful 
project, Egrégore, Value creation / 

Transcendance, Empathy, Understanding, 
Responsive, Achievement, Flow, Happiness, how 

do we relate to each other / increase the impact of 
the, ideas we share, Common spirit, Enjoy 

working, Clarity, Availability, Creativity, Satisfaction 
& impact, Game, Common >1+1, Sustainable, 

team, Trust, Crowdsourced projects, New product 
experience, Openness, Fullfilment, Liability / 

ENABLING, Dynamics, Joy, Maximum results, 
making the best from each one, Unknown, 

rewarding & sustainable experience

Need Need

NeedNeed

MESO LEVEL (GROUP)

http://knowledgeplaza.net/doublex


Then in the center            What do I see emerge when these key needs met ?

 
secondary need (optional)

Double X
Your Email:

Type of Collaboration:

Your Url:

Author:
Sector of 

Collaboration:
Tags

Design by Knowledge Plaza/Whatever SA.  
www.knowledgeplaza.net/doublex 

This work is licence under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-shareAlike 3.0 
Unported licence

I authorize Whatever SA to share the visual of my Double X 
Model under a Creative Commons Attribution-shareAlike 3.0 
Unported licence and to share the data of my own Double X 
Model under a OPENDATA ODC-ODbl68 licence

Signature:

First, what are my key needs to master collaboration  with the people I 
work with ?

Primary need

Beta

http://www.knowledgeplaza.net/doublex


Double X 
Alex Calderwood + John C Jay

Mutual respect
pure love of another's work

Inspired idea
grace

Unexpected results
unforeseen possibilities

Openness and honesty
positive friction

creative collaboration
http://arkitip.com/magazines/0053-X/

extra-ordinary resultsmost satisfying experiences

http://arkitip.com/magazines/0053-X/


lean collaboration

Double X 
Stowe Boyd (Talk on Future of Work @ Social Now - 2015)

Creativity
dissent opinions

Autonomy
loose relationships

Cooperation
open conversations

Agility
fast decisions

https://www.knowledgeplaza.net/future-of-work/

culturedeep

https://www.knowledgeplaza.net/future-of-work/


transition collaboration

Double X 
Martin Roulleaux Dugage

Resources
new organigrams

social networks
fast & loose relationships

Processes
six sigma-types methodologies

Instructions
trainings & learnings

Martin Roulleaux Dugage, Organisation 2.0, Eyrolles 2008 

changecomplete



The learning outcomes I have yet from that toolkit 
resonates with Paul Dolan researches (“Happiness by 
Design”, 2015) and Google’s internal study of 100 Google 
teams concluding that the most performing ones are those 
who are just nice. 
People collaborate for pleasure and for purpose, the 
two pillars of happiness 

Questions for you 
• Is your company open to embrace multiple collaboration types, for instance very 

creatives ones, something that might be new for you ? 
• How do you promote happiness and kindness within your company ?

https://www.amazon.fr/Happiness-Design-Finding-Pleasure-Everyday/dp/0141977531
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/google-workplace-wellbeing-perks-benefits-human-behavioural-psychology-safety-a6917296.html


Forth model: the quintuple helix 
Once you have started your digital transformation, now 
what ? Artificial intelligence ? Yes and No. 
Transition (global warming, new energies…) will be the 
major challenge we will face, impacting values, economical 
levers, collaboration types, purposes and pleasures. 
Those changes are emerging from everywhere. Just read a 
Facebook feed and you can sense a global awareness which 
as to get inside companies.

MUNDO LEVEL (WORLD)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/257884675_The_Quintuple_Helix_innovation_model_global_warming_as_a_challenge_and_driver_for_innovation


QUINTUPLE 
HELIX

Open Innovation 
is Contextual

MUNDO LEVEL (WORLD)

https://innovation-entrepreneurship.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/2192-5372

https://innovation-entrepreneurship.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/2192-5372


Context awareness is one of the most critical 
challenge for leaders and leadership. 
In order to prepare the transition and give your coworkers a 
chance to prepare for the future, we need to create spaces 
for the unknown and invite them to connect emerging and 
existing knowledge. 

Question for you 
• Who should be the stakeholders/sponsors to support your internal knowledge 

sharing network ? IT ? 

I know that you still have to transform your company. It’s a never-ending process.



Fifth model: The Knowledge Sharing Canvas 
Because nowadays Knowledge Sharing is done through 
Enterprise social networks such as Jive, Yammer, Chatter, 
Slack, Knowledge Plaza (“Tome 8”, Lecko 2016)… 
(disclaimer: I work for Knowledge Plaza, providing 
Knowledge Sharing Networks), I created a canvas to help 
project managers to understand the key building blocks of 
knowledge sharing and realign employees to invest more 
than just sharing files in folders… 

MACRO LEVEL (ORGANIZATIONAL)

http://www.knowledgeplaza.net/ksc
http://referentiel.lecko.fr/en/publications-en/esn-vol8/
http://knowledgeplaza.net/


KNOWLEDGE 
SHARING CANVAS knowledgeplaza.net/ksc

Digital enterprises are 
empowering their employeesConducive Knowledge

GIVERS

CHALLENGES OUTCOMES

FEEDBACKSTORIESCONTEXTS

EXPERIENCE/ENABLERS

TAKERSASSETS

RELATIONS ATTENTION

MACRO LEVEL (ORGANIZATIONAL)

http://knowledgeplaza.net/ksc


GIVERS

CHALLENGES OUTCOMES

FEEDBACKSTORIESCONTEXTS

EXPERIENCE/ENABLERS

TAKERSASSETS

RELATIONS ATTENTION

COMPANY NAME: 

Knowledge Sharing Canvas

By Knowledge Plaza/Whatever SA.  
www.knowledgeplaza.net/ksc 
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External factors 
Global context 
Global feedback 
Knowledge gaps 
Drivers 
Brakes 
SWOT 
Collaboration principles

Expectations  
New goals 
Key results

Topics  
Functions 
Groups & 
Spaces 
Communities 
Projects & 
Programs 
Industries  
Cross-function 
Locations 

Digital networks 
Workshops 
Mobile app

Resources & www 
Data bases 
Company files 
Librairies & archives 
Tacit knowledge

Ecosystem: 
- Individual  
- Manager 
- Mentor  
- Team 
- Expert 

Per context 
Capacities 
Empowerment

Updates 
Post/Wiki 
Curation 
Ideas 
Problems 
External story 
Analysis 
Genesis 
Retrospect 
AAR

Tags 
Links 

Graphs 
Forms

@ Mention 
Alerts 

Newsletter

Questions 
Conversations 
Collaboration 
Co-edition 
New stories 
New context 
Rewards 
Validation 
Genesis 
Peer Assist 
Synthesis

Activity Streams  
Notifications (push) 
Search (pull) 

DESIGN BY:

Ecosystem  
Per context 
Capacities  

Implementations  
Empowerment

Reasons Rules

Roles

Road 
map

Rights

Rhythm6R
START WITH THE WHY  
AND THE WHAT

THEN THE HOW, 
WHO AND WHEN

Awareness 
Absorption

Connectivity  
Findability 

Appropriate medium 
Conduciveness  

Access 

FIRST STEP  FOCUS ON ONE DIGITAL OR PHYSICAL NETWORK

Translations

FOR EACH BLOCKGIVERS IN ACTION

Skills Development 
Aligned goals 
Vision & Purpose 
Global story

Involvement  
Engagement  

Motivations

Responsive org. 
Self-service  
Self-sufficient

Current knowledge 
Capitalisation

Performance 
Transformation 

Implementation  
at Scale 
Visions 

Global story

Purposes 
Self-learning 
Change 
Sensemaking

Identification 
Meaning 
Pattern recognition 
Re-use

Support 
Mentoring 
Resolutions 
New goals 
New drive

OutcomeNeedTHINK ABOUT EACH &

Reshare

http://www.knowledgeplaza.net/ksc


Connections need to be done, silos need to be broken 
(“The Magnetic Organisation”, Meijer, E.Nicholson, Priester, 
2016) and for those two critical leadership challenges, you 
have to empower your employees to put key information 
into the right containers, feel supported to come with 
stories and embrace a healthy feedback loop. 

Question for you 
• Are you a wiki company ? 

If not, start with workshops, surveys (such as this one), some communities with 
internal high-potential people and come with evidences and new strategical 
goals

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/open-innovation-20-yearbook-edition-2016
http://postshift.com/diagnostic/


Conclusion Open Innovation 2.0 is embracing diversity & 
uncertainty (“Innovating together”, Salmelin, 2015) to find new 
ways to solve the right problems. Maybe Artificial 
Intelligence will help us to retrieve new customer/citizen 
values, to connect further people and objects, to find new 
ways to collaborate and do business. Meanwhile we have 
the choice to do it today by enabling people and 
ecosystems with platforms, co-creation, learning, co-
strategy, design-thinking and collective knowledge. What 
George Siemens called Connectivism. 
I hope those toolkits will help you to reflect and change.

MACRO MUNDOMACRO/MUNDOMESOMICRO

http://www.jiip.eu/dweb/sites/default/files/news/4.%20Bror%20Salmelin%20Open%20Innovation%20JIIP.pdf
http://www.itdl.org/journal/jan_05/article01.htm


This presentation is also available online (article format). Follow me on medium.
© 2016, Knowledge Plaza - All rights reserved 

More on knowledgeplaza.com/blog

https://medium.com/@raphaelbriner/innovative-alliances-in-a-connected-world-81244eb73476#.ptu9kz2nl
http://knowledgeplaza.com/blog

